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The cloud has been critical in launching products quickly, reliably and ahead of the competition. 
However, the true opportunity of the cloud is much greater. Today, IT organizations are realizing 
that the cloud isn’t just another trend, but a key component for achieving digital transformation.

Wherever you are in your cloud journey, you’re likely facing a roadblock or two that prevents you 
from unlocking the benefits of the modern cloud. Whether your team is adopting new architectural 
methodologies, new ways to deploy, monitor and operate, or even new concepts such as 
containers, serverless, IoT and machine learning, you need more than just IT support. 

That’s where Rackspace Technology comes in. As traditional barriers between build and operate 
break down, accelerating innovation via the cloud, requires more than traditional managed services 
models that were built for the boundaries of the past.

Introducing Rackspace Elastic Engineering
Rackspace Elastic Engineering gives you on-demand access to a team of highly skilled, multi-
disciplinary engineers who will work alongside your team to collaboratively drive your cloud 
outcomes, while continuously evolving your environment. Rackspace Elastic Engineering supports 
a broad range of cloud service, including building, migrating, optimizing and managing your Google 
Cloud Platform® (GCP) instance.
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Complimentary services for Rackspace Elastic Engineering
Advanced Monitoring & Resolution (AMR)
AMR blends decades of experience with your specific requirements to ensure your cloud 
environment is performing as expected — 24x7x365. Our trusted team of experts helps you expect 
and prepare for the unexpected.

VM Management services
VM Management lets you maintain your traditional operations, while automating patching and 
backup across your environment. With flexible GCP pricing models, you can scale back your VM 
management costs as you evolve your workloads.

Cloud optimization
Optimizer+ provides a continuous cycle of cloud optimization, helping you manage your cloud 
presence by offering insights through resource reporting and analysis for spend optimization.

A game-changing portfolio 
for Google Cloud Platform

About Rackspace Technology®

We are your partner as you navigate the 
complex and ever-changing world of cloud 
adoption. We leverage our expertise with the 
world’s leading technologies to enable you to 
grow your business, increase efficiency and 
deliver the future.

 • A leader in the 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant 
for Public Cloud Infrastructure Professional 
and Managed Services, Worldwide

 • 2,600+ certified experts

 • 600+ Google Cloud certifications

 • 3 Google Cloud specializations

 • Two-time Google Cloud Partner of the Year

 • 20+ years of hosting experience

Take the Next Step
Let’s talk about how Rackspace 
Technology expertise helps you 
achieve your goals.

Learn more: www.rackspace.com 
Call: 1-800-961-2888

Managed Public Cloud Solutions for 
Google Cloud
Support for your IT operations evolution to help you embrace the modern cloud.


